List of Apps you can doomscroll to:
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Tik Tok
Redditg
9Gag
Linkedin
And a lot of other apps !
Check the full list on
www.thedoomscrollingchurch.net

chaos will not save you
nothing will save you
you are going nowhere but hell
scroll faster towards the end
doomscroll to the end
fastpass yourself

YOU ARE
ALREADY
SCROLLING

The Church Of Doomscrolling

In this troubled times, you

chaos is unevitable

feel a void: nothing has any

entropy is the mean of all ends

meaning. That is normal, the

scrolling is not a sin

world is constantly rushing

contribute to the movement

towards its end, an end with

keep scrolling till the very end

no meaning. Just chaos !

feel the energy

People will tell you to quit

embrace doomscrolling

scrolling on your phone.

contribute to chaos

They are wrong, they are

usefulness does not exists

not your friends. You must
follow the path of the doom
by scrolling. What you are
feeling while scrolling is relief
and you must continue. If

The doomscroller's prayer:
all endings come together
in one last breath of life
you are well dead
and the terror is in us !
you are dying
and we are watching you die
the end is not death.
the end is not suffering.
the end is is not a dark world.
the end is not the end
there are no ends
you are already dead
and the terror is in us !
the end is the start
the start is the end
everything is in concentrated
everything collapses in a dot
the end is energy
and the terror is in us

you dedicate your life to
scrolling, time will flow like
silk and you will be in peace
with yourself, the world and
the end of the world.

Chant this while scrolling and everything
will be fine !

